Vietnam Stock market Technical Analysis
Week: August 28th – September 01st
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VN-Index recovered. The index stayed above MA13 and 26 with ADX being above 31 and
+Di being above –DI, meanign that recovering trend in middle and long-term is still there.
The trading volume increased but still stayed below 10 and 20 week average, and delayed
indicators like MACD are still dropping negatively, showing that the cash flow is being
cautious. Besides, MA5 and 13 are tending to move sideways and meet, showing that the
index might still move within a small range around these MA line to collect next week.
Therefore, we keep our point of view that the recovering trend in middle and long-term still
exists.

Báo cáo này chỉ mang tính tham khảo và nhà đầu tư tự chịu trách nhiệm về quyết định đầu tư của mình.99
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VN-Index’s short-term recovering trend might still be there since the index closed below
MA20 and 50. Meanwhile, +DI was below –DI, and MACD dropped to below Signal line,
showing that selling signs are still there.
However, recovering motivation got better since the index closed above MA5 and RSI
tended to increase to 49 again. Therefore, investors might observe the index’s movement
closely at the resistant level of 776 points (MA20). In case the index casn surpass this
level, short-term recovering trend might return.
In general, short-term correcting pressure is easing down and the index is showing
positive signs again. Therefore, investors should closely follow the market to come to
suitable decisions.
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HNX-Index showed that middle and long-term recovering trend is still there, since the
index saw a recovering week again. At the same time, the index closed above MA5, 13,
and 26 and ADX was above 43 with +DI being above –DI, supporting current trend.
Not just that, other technical indicators also showed positive signs, as MACD stayed
above Signal line and RSI increased again to 73, showing that recovering motivation is
getting stronger again.
Therefore, we think that HNX-Index’s middle and long-term recovering trend is still there.
So investors might continue keeping a high share weight for long-term positions.
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HNX-Index is showing positive signs since it stayed above MA5 and 20, and the volume
stayed above 10 session average, meaning that the cash flow is quite stable. Not just that,
ADX tended to increase and +DI stayed above and tended to raise the gap with –DI,
sowing signs confirming current trend.
Not just that, other technical indicators also supported the index’s gaining trend, as MACD
increased and cut Signal line, confirming buying signs, and RSI increased to 62, showing
that the index’s gaining motivation might still be there, and the index might move to
challenge 105.9 points next week.
Therefore, we think tat short-term recovering trend might continue. So investors might
consider opening new purchases at small weight on the codes with positive business
results in Q3/2017.
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